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Dear String Educators,

 As we look back on 2018 we have many successes to celebrate including growth in
overall membership, presentations by several NE ASTA members at the NMEA state
conference in November, a Special Projects Grant awarded to Melissa Holtmeier,
Educator of the Year awardees Grazzia Sagastume and Candace Jorgensen, and almost
25 members in attendance at our annual member meeting at NMEA.
 Looking ahead we have many exciting string events this spring and summer hosted by
NE ASTA members. Details and descriptions are       
included in the newsletter for many of these events.       
As we make our way through a busy winter/spring        
remember to take time for yourself - a warm cup        
of tea, a relaxing evening at home with a good        
book, or Netflixing it! I know for most of us this is        
easier said than done, but the benefits of self-care        
will have a positive effect you and your students!

As always, I am here to represent the greater good        
of the group – if you have ideas, concerns, or        
feedback, please send them my way!

A few reminders about upcoming ASTA events:
 - February 5 is the advanced registration deadline for the national conference in   
  Albuquerque, NM 3/6 – 3/9.
 - ASTA is now accepting applications for the 2020 National Orchestra Festival in   
  Orlando Florida. 
(http://www.astastrings.org/NationalOrchestraFestival2020/Home/NationalOrchestraFestival2
020/Home.aspx?hkey=7180e829-8fae-45b2-af1f-222de1489e93)

 - Dr. Mary Perkinson

President’s Welcome
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 2018 Special Projects Grant Recipient, UNO alumna Jordyn Irlmeier uses funds to
support trip to national conference in Atlanta, GA to present at conference.

 I had an amazing experience at the National ASTA Conference last year in Atlanta,
Georgia. The entire experience was eye opening and really fueled my passion for stringed
instruments and music to an even higher degree than before. I garnered information from
some of the best musicians and instructors in the country throughout the week through
various presentations and I was able to partake in our own presentation. There were
absolutely amazing performances and I was able to share the experience with some of my
closest friends, while also informing others about our work and our impact on the Omaha
community.

 With the grant that I received, the trip was made much less stressful. I was able to
completely focus my energies into the conference and not have to worry about money.
Applying for the grant again is definitely something I would consider doing again in the
future for the intention of learning of more ways to successfully teach my future students.
If anyone has the chance to go to the National ASTA Conference, I would highly suggest
any and all musicians and educators to attend.

 - Jordyn Irlmeier

2018 Special Projects
Grant Recipient
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UNO string students partner with Millard North High School Orchestra students to enrich the 
health care environment

 Sound Health; Bringing Music to Medicine: The mission of Sound Health is to enrich the 
healthcare environment for patients, families, health care providers and staff through live music 
while providing music students with an opportunity for service learning and professional 
performing experience. The goals of Sound Health are to contribute to a healing environment; 
to give music students service learning opportunities; and to break down the “fourth wall”; 
barriers, connecting musicians to their audiences and vice versa.

 The story of Sound Health: In 2009 during a family member ’s surgery at the Cleveland
Clinic, Dr. Perkinson, Coordinator of String Studies at UNO School of Music, experienced 
first-hand the calming effects of live music through their Performing Arts Program. Dr. Perkinson 
wanted to be on the giving end of similar experiences and founded Sound Health in 2009 while 
still a graduate student at the University of Wisconsin-Madison.  Since its inception, Sound 
Health has provided over 100 performances by over 100 musicians for thousands of patients, 
staff, and visitors in Madison, WI and in the Omaha metro. 2018-2019 Partnership with Millard 
North High School: This year Debbie Martinez, Director of Orchestras and Performing Arts   
        Head at Millard North High School and   
        Dr. Perkinson partnered with UNO’s   
        Service Learning Academy and UNMC   
        Fred &amp; Pamela Buffett Cancer Center  
        Healing Arts Program Executive Director  
        Amy Jenson and Colleen Heavican,   
        Curator, to launch Sound Health’s first K12  
        partnership. 

Sound Health:
Bringing Music to Medicine
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 In addition to the UNO School of Music fall residency at MNHS, UNO students and 
MNHS were excited to celebrate their collaboration during their performance at UNMC’s 
Durham Outpatient Center on 12/6. On 1/14/19 they MNHS and UNO students along with 
leaders from MNHS, UNO and UNMC came together to celebrate their partnership at the event 
Sound Health Performances and Reflections. At the event we enjoyed performances by Sound 
Health musicians; heard how they were affected by their experience; shared listener feedback; 
recognized students who have performed; and promoted engagement between musicians, 
listeners, and community.

By: Dr. Mary Perkinson

Continued...

Debbie Martinez
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 One of my favorite teaching weeks is the first lesson back after a long, restful 
Christmas Break. The students come in refreshed and ready to tackle new literature they can 
sink their teeth into. Over the past few years, I have been harnessing this fresh and renewed 
energy by having each student bottle it up into one word or short phrase. We call it our 
“Violin New Year ’s Resolution”.
 This is a brilliant way to communicate with your students and find out, “what’s on your 
mind?” I will quiz them, “Is there a goal you have? A practice habit you want to start or 
change? An area of your technique you would like to focus on? A style of music you want to 
explore? An attitude you would like to embrace?” In this process, we take stock of their 
current situation and outlook together, look at how we can grow into the next year, and find 
solutions to help realize their goals.
After each student comes up with their word, I have them draw it with fancy markers onto a 
giant poster board with the year (2019) written in the center. Additionally, I have them write 
their word on a take-home card to hang in their practice space, or pin onto the front of their 
book. 
 I am often surprised at their choices and how the discussion can change the course of 
our next assignment as I let them take the steering wheel. Without hesitation, my student 
Sophie exclaimed, “Beethoven” would be her word this year! Had I not asked, I wouldn’t have 
discovered she recently fell in love with Beethoven’s music. In the spirit of the Violin New 
Year ’s Resolution, we chose Beethoven to be the composer of her next piece. 
In my studio, we keep the poster hanging on the wall throughout the year. This reminds the 
students of that fresh energy and keeps them focused on their goal. We can also defer back 
at any time to invigorate their idea, or to celebrate their successes! As we transition into 
every new year, the kids get excited to see their growth, check out what words everyone else 
chooses, and look ahead to the coming year 
through a common lens. They are not alone in 
striving for their best and blazing their own trail! 

By: Nissa de la Torre

WORD of the Year
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Extra Skills Can Be Extra
Time Consuming (But Worth It)

 Scales, etudes, sight reading, tuning; these skills are in addition to the basic knowledge 
students need to be successful, like note reading, rhythm, shifting, phrasing, dynamics, 
musical terms…you all know. Our jobs as string teachers are limitless which on most days 
feels exciting and like we can take our students anywhere we can dream up. On other days, 
we feel overwhelmed by the sheer amount of things they need to make sounds they are 
proud of. 

 Throughout the years, I have experimented with many different tactics to address the 
astounding amount of skills my students need. I’ve spent time choosing one topic per month 
to create a well-rounded year (that didn’t fail miserably). One year I spent time at each lesson 
to utilize exercises to teach tuning - to all levels (my students really understand tuning, but 
wow, that took up more time than I’m willing to give). 

 To students, these are just “things my teachers says I have to do”, which we all know 
how helpful that mindset is to actually capture information (ahem, Western Civilization 
professor). My favorite way to battle this is to actually put them in a situation where they 
either compete in a fun way to use the skill, or have them mentor other students on the skill 
they are honing. Tuning competitions, cooperative scale studio competition, sight reading 
battles where the winner can don the blinged-out spectacles I made; give us each enough 
time and coffee and we can find a way to 
turn a skills check into a game. 

 But what spoke to me most as a 
student was the opportunity to come in 
early on Thursday mornings, tune, and 
mentor the 5th grade orchestra before 
school. My teacher would give me the 
cello section to take under my wing and 
help them hack through Essential Elements. 
There was just something about having 
to use your skills under pressure for 
younger students that literally need you. 
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 As my current primary teaching happens in a private studio setting, I utilize my older 
students to tune at studio classes and recitals, as well as find different small mentoring 
moments that present themselves. 

 If you have students that are making progress on these skills and would benefit from 
mentoring young students, I hope you can find unique ways to utilize them that also 
motivates others. Set up practice buddies, tuning helpers, the sky is the limit. And if they are 
looking to hone their skills and financially benefit, send them my way as we are always 
looking for great String Sprouts assistant teachers that like kids, want to mentor, can tune, 
and wouldn’t mind a few extra dollars to buy rosin. 

Candace Jorgensen
Cello Artist-Faculty, Omaha Conservatory of Music
Director of Community Engagement

Continued...
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Pop Quiz:

1.  What is Gangspil?

     A.  A machine for moving or raising heavy weights that consists of a vertical drum which
  can be rotated and around which cable is turned              
     B. The name of a tune from Fanø, a small island off the west coast of Denmark
     C. “Time Games” – a really bad translation by Google
     D. 2017 Danish Traditional Folk Band of the Year
     E. All of the above

If you answered “E– all of the above” you would be correct!

 Mindy’s Violin and Fiddle Studio, located in Aksarben Area of Omaha, is thrilled to 
bring Gangspil, the Danish folk band, to Omaha for a house concert Friday, March 15 at 
7:30pm, followed by a fiddle workshop Saturday, March 16th 11am.

 Gangspil, winner of the 2017 Traditional Danish Band of the Year- Danish Music Award 
(Danish 'Grammy'), consists of two noteworthy Danish musicians.  Kristian Bugge, a classical 
and folk trained fiddler who gravitates towards catchy tunes, the close connection between 
music and dancing, and the spontaneous joy of playing among other musician friends and, 
in particular, bandmate Sonnich Lydom, a wildly accomplished Danish accordion and 
harmonica player who is a master of Irish, French-Canadian, and especially Danish traditional 
tunes.   

 While Kristian plays fiddle with completely uninhibited, gleeful abandon, Sonnich sings 
songs and plays accordion with a quick wit and a mischievous twinkle in his eye.   Gangspil is 
highly entertaining and educational.

As the duo crisscrosses America on tour, they find themselves repeatedly drawn to Eastern 
Nebraska, Southeastern South Dakota, and Western Iowa where the largest populations of 
Danish immigrants initially settled.  At one time, Omaha had the largest population of people 
with Danish heritage in the country.    The house concert, open to everyone, will focus on 
Danish musical traditions, interweaving upbeat tunes with interesting stories and tidbits of 
their musical significance.

Gangspil Concert 
and Workshop
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 Kristian will lead the two hour fiddle workshop on Saturday teaching highly accessible 
Danish tunes that can be easily learned and played in their simplest form, or for those 
looking for more challenge, there will be plenty tips and suggestions for playing in the 
Danish folk style.  Workshop space will be limited, please contact Mindy Hunke at 
mindy.hunke@gmail.com  or call 402-320-7597 for more information or to reserve a spot.  
The fee for workshop participants is $25.00 and is open to all students, teachers and local 
fiddlers.

 No words can adequately describe the nature and charisma of Gangspil as they 
provide a totally immersive live experience, however, there are many videos on YouTube such 
as https://www.youtube.com/watch?time_continue=25&v=c3xMPM1F3Rs  that hint at the 
enthusiasm and talent these musicians have, even when simply hanging out on a deck 
playing with friends. 

 To get a sense of the Danish fiddling style, here is Kristian playing unaccompanied:  
fiddlehttps://www.youtube.com/watch?v=7KcOHIQ3qpE

 Both the concert and fiddle workshop will take place at Mindy’s Studio located at 1323 
S 51st Street, Omaha.   Additional off-street parking is available at Cars R US Auto Body, the 
business directly behind the studio and house.

 These events are partially underwritten by Mindy’s Violin studio.  All proceeds go 
directly to Gangspil.

For additional information contact:
Mindy Hunke  
 mindy.hunke@gmail.com 
402-320-7597
www.mindysviolin.com/student information page

Continued...
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Celtic Fiddle Camp

 The Old Avoca Schoolhouse in Avoca, Nebraska will be hosting a special Celtic Fiddle 
Camp for fiddlers, violists, mandolinists, guitarists, recorder players, and ukulele players. 
Music from Ireland, Scotland, and Wales will be featured.  The sessions will be led by 
championship fiddler and author, Deborah Greenblatt.  

 The camp will be on Wednesday, March 13  - Friday, March 15, from 9 AM to 12 
Noon. Musicians can sign up for 1 day, or 2 days, or all 3 days.

 On Wednesday, participants will be mostly reading tunes, using sheet music in 
standard notation.  They will learn melodies, harmonies, and chords.  Fiddlers will be 
improving their sight reading, and experiencing fiddling fun.

 On Thursday, the emphasis will be mostly playing tunes by ear, so feel free to bring 
your recording gadgets.  Sheet music versions of the tunes will be provided for you by the 
end of the day, just in case your ears need the help.

 On Friday, we be jamming, modulating, singing, dancing, experimenting, sharing, and 
playing fiddle related instruments.

Limited enrollment. Pre-registration required.
Full payment due on your first day of camp.

$ 60.00 fee for 1 day.
$110.00 fee for 2 days. ($55 per day)
$150.00 fee for 3 days. ($50 per day)
For more information, and to register, send an email to Debby at 
debby@greenblattandseay.com

If you think you have registered but do not receive an e-mail confirmation from 
Debby within 24 hours please e-mail her at debby@greenblattandseay.com 
to let her know.
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UNL Honors Spring Strings!
Greetings, Nebraska String Colleagues!

 My string colleagues here at the University of Nebraska, Lincoln look forward to hosting 
the ‘invitation-only ’Spring Strings Honors Orchestra to be held here in the Glenn Korff School of 
Music on February 22-23. Our special guest conductor is Maestro Ian Passmore, “a rising young 
conductor” who is currently Assistant Conductor of the Omaha Symphony. Maestro Passmore 
served as Associate Instructor of Orchestral Conducting at the Indiana University Jacobs School 
of Music and has most recently invited to guest conduct in Vietnam at the Vietnam National 
Academy of Music and to conduct the Hanoi Philharmonic. He is a passionate advocate for 
music education and has worked with student ensembles all over the world. He will be 
conducting the students in the beautifulFive Variants of Dives & Lazarus by Ralph Vaughan 
Williams.

 The event will include a string orchestra performance with Maestro Passmore, student 
master classes with UNL’s award winning string faculty: violin soloist David Neely, Lincoln 
Symphony Principal Violist Clark Potter, violist, recording artist and composer Jonah Sirota, cellist 
with Trio Nuovo and the Concordia String Trio Dr. Karen Becker, and EMI and Innova recording 
artist Dr. Hans Sturm.

Registration:

Advanced students who have participated in either an All-State or Youth Symphony Orchestra 
are welcome to register directly. As a director or teacher, you are encouraged to nominate 
students. The link to register is here: https://goo.gl/qf0cBj

The event is free for participating students and lunch will be provided on both days.

For more about the Spring Strings Honors Orchestra, please visit: 
https://arts.unl.edu/music/springstrings

The registration deadline is Feb. 12th. Please contact me 
with any questions. 

Best wishes, Karen
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By  Dr. Ting-Lan Chen, Professor of Violin/Viola - UNK

 My colleagues and I have enjoyed working with Dr. Alison Gaines at UNK since Fall 2018, 
when she joined the music department at UNK as our third full-time string faculty. She also 
holds Ronald J. Crocker Chair of Orchestra to direct the UNK-Kearney Symphony Orchestra 
and UNK Chamber Orchestra. 

 Dr. Gaines earned her doctoral degree in orchestral conducting at University of Kansas 
and master ’s degree in double bass performance from the University of Southern California, 
Los Angeles. She is equally at home as an orchestral player and an orchestral conductor. It is 
always a feast to watch Dr. Gaines working with students – her insightful interpretation, vast 
knowledge in repertoire, and her warm, humorous, yet demanding approach in conducting is 
truly impressive. 

 Since Dr. Gaines has relocated from Chicago to Kearney not long ago, I would like to 
introduce her to all the Nebraska string educators, and let Dr. Gaines shine through her own 
words here.

Can you tell us about your background as a string performer 
and your experience in double bass?

 I started as a cellist but switched to bass in high school because I was enjoying playing 
in school jazz band and decided to concentrate on bass in college and began taking lessons.  
     During my college years I was fortunate enough to win   
     positions with festivals such as the New York String Ensemble, 
     Aspen Music Festival, Spoletto, Italy Opera Festival and won  
     a Tanglewood fellowship. I won a couple of full-time jobs   
     including principal bass of the Tulsa Philharmonic and the   
     New Jersey Symphony and played full-time in an orchestra   
     for 8 years and won a substitute audition with the St. Louis   
     Symphony. I was also fortunate to have played several    
     concertos and solos with orchestras and have     
     been a member of the Breckenridge      
     Colorado Chamber Orchestra
     for 20 years.

Dr. Alison Gaines - 
On Conducting and Double Bass
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You have worked with Leonard Bernstein in Tanglewood.
Can you tell us more about it?

 I was so excited when I saw that I was going to play principal bass the week that Bernstein 
was conducting the fellowship orchestra in Tanglewood! It was also memorable as it was his last 
summer there. Despite his age and failing health, his incredible musicianship, expressive energy 
and his humor shone through. His commitment to education and to the need for diversity in the 
orchestral world also set a fantastic example for all those who were fortunate enough to come 
into contact with him.

What drew you to conducting? 

 I enjoy looking at the big picture in all things, especially in music. It was wonderful to 
study scores and see how each composer creates their own sonic language through their use of 
orchestration, harmony, melody, rhythm and form. I also enjoy programming and the other 
duties that accompany conducting like educational outreach, audience development and 
collaboration with other disciplines such as theater and dance.

 I have held professional music director and conductor positions with several orchestras 
including various ones in Illinois, and others in Kansas and Missouri as well as professional 
assistant conductor jobs and guest conducting engagements in other parts of the U.S. But I also 
feel very comfortable in the academic environment - I was interim Director of Orchestra at Iowa 
State University for a year and conductor for one of the largest community colleges in the U.S. 
My position with Kearney Symphony and UNK allows me to combine skills I have gained in both 
the academic and professional arenas and I am enjoying using those skills for the benefit of the 
students, faculty and community here. 

Can you share thoughts or advice with students who are aspired or 
working toward becoming an ensemble conductor?

 Do your homework and be prepared, which is good advice for anyone in any field. Also, 
be aware that you can’t control other people’s thinking, background or pre-conceived ideas. 
Oftentimes, people aren’t even aware of their own pre-conceived notions so try not to 
think about it. Just keep doing your job well and focus on the goal – bringing 
your group to its highest possible level. 

Continued...
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You have experiences in both classical and jazz 
performances. Can you tell us more about your work in jazz?

 I am interested in jazz and the different way your brain needs to work to improvise than it 
does when reading music. However, while I understand and appreciate this process, I can’t say 
I’m really good at it! I do enjoy incorporating jazz-influenced classical music (and vice versa) into 
my music programming. For example, we will have a wonderful jazz pianist playing the Claude 
Bolling Suite for Chamber Orchestra and Jazz Piano Trio on our February concert – the fabulous 
Jeremy Kahn. He is most at home improvising with no music but has reading skills and technique 
like a classical player. I have enjoyed playing some small group classical-jazz crossover concerts 
with him in Chicago and feel lucky to work on occasion with someone who has played with such 
artists as Dizzy Gillespie, Aretha Franklin and Joni Mitchell. He will also be doing a master class 
with the local high school and UNK students and I am sure we will all learn something from that!

Can you tell us your experience and vision in working with 
UNK-Kearney Symphony Orchestra and UNK Chamber Orchestra?

 I see the group as a vital part of the arts in the region. This area is so lucky to have so 
many museums, choral ensembles and theater and music organizations available. It shows the 
commitment people here have to creating a rich cultural fabric and their desire and ability to 
invest in organizations that bring not only a variety of entertainment to the community but also 
the thought-provoking and spiritual benefits that the arts can bring to life.

Anything else you would like to share with our NE-ASTA readers?

 I have been a member of A.S.T.A. since college and have always appreciated the service 
they provide to keeping string study alive in the U.S. It has been wonderful to observe the many 
ways that A.S.T.A. has remained relevant in the many states I have lived in and every chapter 
works hard to insure the future and importance of string study and life-long learning. 

Continued...
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UNK Orchestra Festival – January 17, 9:00am – 7:00pm; UNK Fine Arts Recital Hall

An entire day devoted to orchestral performance. Dr. Alison Gaines (Director of the Kearney 
Symphony Orchestra; Ronald J. Crocker Chair of Orchestra and Assistant Professor of 
Orchestra/Double Bass at UNK) will lead the event, assisted by the UNK string faculty (Dr. 
Ting-Lan Chen, violin/viola; Dr. Noah Rogoff, cello). The Orchestra Festival consists of 
orchestral rehearsals, sectionals, an educators’ seminar, and an evening concert titled “Film 
and Theatre Music”, featuring composers such as Bernstein, Mozart, Arlen, Hovhaness, 
Rodgers, and Sabien.

UNK-Kearney Symphony Orchestra – 
February 26, 7:30pm; UNK Fine Arts Recital Hall

An evening concert of fusion of classical and jazz music 
directed by Dr. Alison Gaines. The program includes 
selections from Dukas’ La Peri and Bizet’s L'Arlesienne, 
and Bolling’s Suite for Chamber Orchestra and Jazz Piano trio, etc. The event features jazz   
        artist Jeremy Kahn, who has performed   
        with Aretha Franklin, Dizzy Gillespie,   
        and Boston Brass.

Snapshot of String Events
- From UNK - 
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Thornton String Quartet Recital – March 14, 7:00pm; 
Museum of Nebraska Arts, Kearney

The recital is part of the MONA showcase Series and presented by the current and former Thornton 
String Quartet members (Thornton String Quartet is UNK’s scholarship student quartet). The 
program features glorious string chamber music - duets by Gliere, trios by Beethoven and Schubert, 
quartets by Shostakovich and Randall Thompson, and quintets by Mendelssohn and Mozart. For 
further information, please contact: Dr. Ting-Lan Chen at chent1@unk.edu or (308) 865-8041

UNK Chamb
er Orchestra Spring Concert – 
April 3, 7:30pm; UNK Fine Arts Recital Hall

UNK Chamber Orchestra, directed by Dr. Alison Gaines, 
celebrates string orchestral music in a program that 
features works by Gershwin, Kennan, Mozart, Mussorgsky, and Telemann. 

      An Afternoon of Concertos for Violin/Viola – April 14, 
       3:00pm; UNK Fine Arts Recital Hall

The concert will showcase standard concertos written for violin and viola by composers such as 
Bach, Mendelssohn, and Mozart, etc., presented by students of UNK Violin/Viola studio. 
The event is free and open to the public.  

Continued...
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UNK-Kearney Symphony Orchestra – 
April 23, 7:30pm; Merryman Performing Arts Center

Collaborating with the Frahm-Lewis Trio – the 
resident faculty piano trio at UNK (Dr. Ting-Lan 
Chen, violin; Dr. Noah Rogoff, cello, Dr. Nathan 
Buckner, piano), the KSO will present Beethoven’s
Triple Concerto, as well as works for orchestra 
and chorus. 

UNK String Project on Tour – 
May 1, 12:00pm; Nebraska State Capitol, Lincoln 

Students from the UNK String Project (directed by Dr. Noah Rogoff ) will be on tour and 
present a noon concert at Nebraska State Capitol in Lincoln. Come join us and enjoy our 
young aspiring string musicians’ performance from their semester’s hard work! 

Continued...
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July 7-13, 2019
Hosted by the School of Music
University of Illinois at Urbana-Champaign

Registration will open on January 14, 2019

 This internationally-acclaimed program is recognized for its innovative 
relevance to string teachers, performers, and serious college students. At our 
workshop you will learn the ground-breaking playing and teaching principles and 
techniques of Paul Rolland from world renowned pedagogues, several of whom 
studied with him and collaborated with him in numerous workshops; and others 
who have adapted Rolland pedagogy to cello, bass, chamber music, and 
conducting.

Contact:
Joanne May, Artistic Director - ecphilharmonic@gmail.com
Aaron Jacobs, Managing Director - ajacobs4@illinois.edu
Website - publish.illinois.edu/paul-rolland-workshop/

Paul Rolland String
Pedagogy Workshop
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Event Date:
Full-Day Camp: July 13-20 — Ages 9+
Half-Day Camp: July 22-26 — Ages 8 & under

      Event Location:
      Omaha Conservatory of Music 
      7023 Cass Street
      Omaha, NE 68132

      Contact Information:
      402-932-4978
      www.omahacm.org/OCMI

Event Description:
OCMI is the Conservatory’s summer music camp where we bring in world-class 
guest-artist musicians from around the world to create the most, vibrant, and fun 
experience possible! For strings, piano, and voice students ages 5 to seniors in high 
school! 

Learn more and register at www.omahacm.org/OCMI

Omaha Conservatory
of Music Summer Institute
(OCMI)
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Dear String Educator,
 
 The Nebraska chapter of the American String Teachers Association is once again 
sponsoring a Young Orchestra Festival!  The event is Saturday morning, May 11, 2019 at the 
Millard South High School Auditorium in Omaha, Nebraska.
 As Member-At-Large for the state board of ASTA, I am happy to serve as coordinator for 
the event.  Please feel free to contact me with any questions or concerns.
 Included in this mailing, you will find an application form for both orchestra and solo/small 
ensemble entries.  You may photocopy the application form as necessary.  You will receive 
additional information as I receive entries, but in general the festival begins in the morning 
around 8:00am and is concluded by noon.
 Feel free to pass this information along to your colleagues.  Even though we attempt to 
keep the mailing list as accurate as possible, you can help spread the good word.
Please be conscious of deadline dates.  I appreciate your promptness so I may schedule and get 
your times to you well in advance of the festival date.
Applications are also available at the Ne-ASTA website as well as in the last edition of “Stringing 
Along.”  Take time now to check dates and seriously consider joining us.

I’m looking forward to seeing you in May!
 

Sincerely,
 
Brittany Rom
NE-ASTA Member-At-Large

NEASTA Young Orchestra
Festival
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- Erin Aguirre
- Christina Allred
- Jeremy Baguyos
- Gregory Beaver
- Karen Becker
- Riley Beranek
- Matthew Brooks
- Kyle Case
- Ting-Lan Chen
- Patricia Clifton
- Aleta Collier
- Heidi Copeland
- Nissa De La Torre
- Jeanne Dymond
- Anne Frame
- Deborah Greenblatt
- Susan Griffiths
- Roxanne Gustafson
- Marilyn Hammond
- Ashley Hillman
- Mindy Hunke
- Jordyn Irlmeier

- Patricia Ritchie
- Clark Potter
- Sharon Roberts-Yuen
- Noah Rogoff
- Brittany Rom
- Mary Roseberry-Brown
- Grazzia Sagastume
- Carla Schoenbaum
- Aviva Segall
- Jonah Sirota
- Christopher Smith
- Christa Speed
- Holly Stout
- Hans Sturm
- Melissa Tatreau Holtmeier
- Jose Tellez-Hernandez
- John Robert Tideswell
- An Tran
- Jenni Wallace

- Aaron Jaapar
- Joel Jank
- Byron Jensen
- Candace Jorgensen
- Dorothy Ladman
- Grace Lamb
- David Low
- Debbie Martinez
- Yedid Maya
- Rachael Means
- Christine Mehser
- Lisa Myers
- Anne Nagosky
- Rhonda Neely
- N C Nielsen
- Brett Noser
- Mary Perkinson
- Jeana Peterson
- Julissa Ramirez
- Mary Rasmussen
- Cynthia Ricker
- Bill Ritchie
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ubmissions
Please email all submissions in a word document format 

with attached or inserted pictures to Yedid Maya at yedid.maya@gmail.com. 

Deadlines for submissions are:
 (Fall) September 15th,  (Winter) January 15th,  and (Spring) April 15.
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